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Seduced In The City…
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Alberta really let down her hair. She seduced us with
long, warm summer days and sunsets near 10 o’clock in
the evening. Edmonton’s streets throbbed with both
local and international travelers. We were entranced by
Magicians at the Fringe festival and danced to the beat
of a sultry salsa played live, in the park, by a group of
Argentinean performers that tour Canada every
summer.
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Can you believe this was our investment tour? It gets
even better than that…
In between touring the local sights and eateries we visited
several of our active projects and a few potential land
developments just outside of Edmonton. Clients we’re able
to meet with city planners and interact with members of our
dynamic Edmonton team. Everyone enjoyed viewing the
open house shows in River Bend and walking along the
wide, Poplar and Elm treed roads of the Ravine Valley areas.
Partners were given a personal tour by Edmonton’s top
residential and commercial realtor and key member of our
team, Mr. Sarna. The advantage of personally visiting up
and coming areas - poised for significant increases in value
created several on-the-spot deals that were too good to pass
up.

Tremendous New Property
Another outstanding GSI deal!

Leisure days were filled with shopping trips to West
Edmonton Mall, walking tours of the city, wine and gourmet coffee
tasting and golf on one of North America’s best greens and a day
trip through Banff- complete with a canoe paddle on Emerald Lake
(check out the picture on the next page).
Fun aside, we got down and crunched the numbers on several deals
and everyone walked away happy, with pockets bulging. The
market is strong and prices are continuing to increase, but yet
remain under valued. You can thank Edmonton and Alberta’s
economy for that. We’re continuing on with stable, long-term
growth as new projects increase and job demand remains insatiable.
Hopefully we’ll get a bit of a break to catch our breath and find
some new deals…. Continued

Glowing HOT Investment!
Your estimated return is 18%+ annually!
For only $60,000.00 CDN per unit you CAN own this
trendy, 21-suite moneymaker in Glenora. Features excellent
mix of 1 and 2 bedrooms. It has a magnificent entranceway,
natural gas, cable TV, landscaped grounds, new furnace and
siding ’03. Centrally located in desirable downtown area.
Get a head start realizing secure, long-term profits. All this
and more, appraised at $1.265M. Rents for top dollar and
profits begin from day one! Potential to condominiumize

Give us a call to secure this property now!
Toll Free: 1-888-780-5940 Direct: 81-28-638-4155

Already producing a great RETURN!
Visit glennsimoninc.com for the full FEATURE sheet.
Please see Seduced in the City… on page 2
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Seduced In The City…
Article by GSI
Everyone had a wonderful time exploring the city and
understanding at greater depth the synchronicity between
success and lifestyle that draws tens of thousands of people to
Edmonton every month.
You don’t need to come on an investment trip to profit from
carefully chosen investments. It’s not required that you fall in
love with the city or deal; and as a matter of fact it can be
down right detrimental to any investment to do so.
Remaining analytical and prudent while gathering
information is the key to making the right purchase.
We always analyze deals based on the underlying economic
fundamentals of the province, city, neighborhood and finally,
the property. However, after saying all this, it is easy to see
why so many people fall in love with Edmonton and decide
to make it their home.

Mr. Saito
and Mr.
Paelevo
enjoy a
leisurely
paddle
on
Alberta’s
Emerald
Lake.

Next time we’ll be sure to hit the stampede and the dinosaur
park, but there is only so much you can do on one trip!

Life Is Worthwhile If You…
By Jim Rohn
(From Jim Rohn’s weekly E-zine. Copyright 2005)
1) First, life is worthwhile if you LEARN.
What you don't know WILL hurt you. You have to have
learning to exist, let alone succeed. Life is worthwhile if you
learn from your own experiences, negative and positive. We
learn to do it right by first sometimes doing it wrong. We
call that a positive negative. We also learn from other
people's experiences, both positive and negative. I've always
said it is too bad failures don't give seminars. We don't
want to pay them so they don't tour around giving
seminars. But the information would be very valuable –
how someone who had it all, messed it up. Learning from
other people's experiences and mistakes.
We learn by what we see - pay attention. By what we
hear – be a good listener. Now I do suggest being a
selective listener, don't just let anybody dump into your
mental factory. We learn from what we read. Learn from
every source. Learn from lectures, learn from songs, learn
from sermons, learn from conversations with people who
care. Keep learning.
2) Life is worthwhile if you TRY. You can't just learn;
you now have to try something to see if you can do it. Try
to make a difference, try to make some progress, try to learna new skill, try to learn a new sport.

Life is worthwhile if you try. It doesn't mean you can do
everything but there are a lot of things you can do, if you just
try. Try your best. Give it every effort. Why not go all out?
3) Life is worthwhile if you STAY.
You have to stay from spring until harvest. If you have signed
up for the day or for the game or for the project - see it
through. Sometimes calamity comes and then it is worth
wrapping it up. And that's the end, but just don't end in the
middle. Maybe on the next project you pass, but on this one,
if you signed up, see it through.
4) Life is worthwhile if you CARE.
If you care at all you will get some results, if you care enough
you can get incredible results. Care enough to make a
difference. Care enough to turn somebody around. Care enough
to start a new enterprise. Care enough to change it all. Care
enough to be the highest producer. Care enough to set some
records. Care enough to win. Four powerful little words: learn,
try, stay and care. What difference can you make in your life
today by putting these four words to work?

don’t
come out
"Days are expensive... so spend each one wisely."
of the
forest
empty

Please see Economy Red Hot on page 3
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Economy Red Hot: No end seen to Alberta's
Petroleum-fuelled boom
By: Neil Waugh, The Edmonton Sun
Published: Sunday, August 6, 2006.

Last wee k, the Co nference Board of Canada put out so me hard news.
"Econo mic growth in Western Ca nada is anything but soft," the
eastern think-tank bubbled. And when it came to our province the
C-boarders were even more enthusiastic.
"Alberta is in a leag ue of its own," the board's summer provincial outlook
whooped.
Economic growth "boils," it added. "Booming," it said in another section.
Elsewhere in the country - and Central Canada in particular - "industrial
production realignments and plant closures will continue," the report's authors
sighed.
On Friday, StatsCanada confirmed a lot of the Conference Board's
assumptions. The national unemployment rate in July was 6.4%, the Ottawa
statsmen calculated, and they determined "little changed in almost all
provinces." Except one.

Taking a midweek afternoon
walk on Edmonton’s bustling
Whyte Avenue.

"Since the start of the year, the rate of employment growth in Alberta was
three times the national average," the employment report said. A 3.9%
boost. Country-wide the average hourly wage grew 3.7% over what folks were
getting paid last July.

“Boom-berta is not just a one-shot wonder either, the Conference Board insisted. “This is
not a temporary phenomenon," the outlook report said, and it talked about a "permanent
structural change" in the economy.”
In Alberta, the hike was double that at 7.4%. In Calgary, it was getting close to triple at 9.3%.
Blame the tight labour market. Or praise it, depending which side of the pay cheque you're on. Since the start of the
year, the number of Alberta jobs grew by a small city - up 70,000, Stats-Canada reported.
And while the Alberta unemployment rate edged up a tick to 3.9%, it's "still among the lowest in three decades. “All
thanks to "solid increases" in natural resource, public administration, health care and construction jobs.
Boom-berta is not just a one-shot wonder either, the Conference Board insisted. “This is not a temporary
phenomenon," the outlook report said, and it talked about a "permanent structural change" in the economy.
The world oil supply chain is threatened with "inherent risk. “As a result, world petroleum markets are not about to
shed the "risk premium" built into oil prices for some time, if ever.
"The average West Texas Intermediate price is not expected to fall below $65 US a barrel over the next five years,"
the C-boarders confidently predicted. Since the break-even price for most oilsands plants is around $20 a barrel, the
profit margin is immense.
Please see Economy Red Hot on page 4
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Economy Red Hot: No end seen to
Alberta's petroleum-fuelled boom
And it makes you wonder even more what the Alberta
Tories were thinking when they decided to give away
the oilsands royalty at a penny on the dollar.
"Persistent elevated crude oil prices and intense
development in the oilsands will continue to bolster
economic growth in Alberta," the report concluded,
then added, "over the foreseeable future."
Expect the Alberta econo my to grow 6.6% in 2006
and a "still strong" 4% next year.
As a result, the province "will remain a magnet for
people from all over the country."
That's a phenomenon the Royal Bank of Canada's
economics department has been tracking.
Interprovincial migration has been "tilted in favour of
the western provinces," the bank's latest Provincial
Trends report said.
"There is a n insatiable dema nd for workers in
the energy patch, mining, constructio n and
transportation sectors," it added.
But it also noted that three quarters of the economic
migrants coming to Alberta are from other parts of
Canada, while at the same time, over half of the
international migrants coming to Canada end up in
Ontario.

Making Investors Successful One
Property At A Time!
Albertans also bucked another natio nal trend. In
May, auto sales were up a hefty 26% over last year. In
the rest of the country, car and truck sales tapered off.
"The manufacturing heartland of Central Canada
continues to face the brunt of the nation's job losses,"
said Bank of Montreal chief economist Richard Egelton.
Over at the CIBC, economist Avery Shenfeld called it a
"one-two punch" of a strong loonie and a slowdown in
the U.S. economy.
Which will mean Bank of Canada governor Dave Dodge
won't dare raise the central bank rate again, Shenfeld
predicted. And it will likely order an interest rate cut in
early 2007 to help the struggling easterners out.
When you're hot, you're hot.
Boiling It Down:
Catherine Brooker, my friend and fellow Real Estate
Investor, who owns a substantial portfolio of Edmonton
properties, said to me... “Here’s a good saying: The best
time to buy real estate was 5 years ago. The second best
time is NOW!”
Need I say more?
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